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Film for 11-18-year-olds
Notes for educators

The Safer Internet Day 2021 film for 11-18-year-olds provides many opportunities 
for discussions with learners around online safety, the reliability of online content 
(particularly on social media) and the impact of misleading and false content on young 
people and others.
This resource provides some prompt questions and suggestions to guide a discussion 
after watching the film with learners.

Film theme – Evaluating the  
trustworthiness of social media content

This film explores the ways in which young people make decisions about the 
trustworthiness of content they see online, particularly content that appears on social 
media. When presented with two different examples, the young people in the film talk 
through their thought processes when evaluating what to trust (and why), as well as 
the possible impact that misleading or false content can have on a young person.

Discussing these themes with learners provides opportunity to explore: 

 ● The different types of content they encounter online.
 ● The criteria young people use to evaluate the trustworthiness of online content.
 ●  The emotions experienced by people who encounter online content they know to 

be misleading, false or fake.
 ●  The possible impact of such content on individuals,  

social groups and society.
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Key questions

Before watching the film: 

What do you trust online and why?

Prompt questions:
 ● What types of content do you trust/distrust online? Why?
 ● (If you use social media) who do you trust and why?
 ● Can celebrities and influencers be trusted on social media? Why/why not?

Before watching the film, you may wish to ask learners this key question about online trust 
to explore their online experiences and the types of content they encounter online that may 
influence them.
Discuss with learners who they trust on social media and how they decide whether to trust 
high-profile social media users (such as celebrities, influencers, etc.).

Watching the film: 

The film includes two examples of content that might appear on social media. Both social 
media posts have been mocked up by the UK Safer Internet Centre for the purposes of 
creating this SID2021 film – they deliberately contain features that can be disputed when 
considering trustworthiness.
The first part of the film shows young people reacting to these posts and explaining the 
features they have picked out that they consider to be untrustworthy, misleading, or fake. The 
two social media posts are provided in Appendix 1 and can be used with learners before or 
after watching the film as an activity for them to evaluate the posts and identify features that 
help them decide whether the posts could be trusted.
The first social media post is designed to be from a friend, revealing that they are on holiday 
and enjoying the experience. The second post is designed to be from a high-profile social 
media user, sharing their experiences of using a branded health product.
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After watching the film: 

How do you decide what to trust online?

Prompt questions:
 ●  What criteria do you use to evaluate the trustworthiness  

of online content?
 ●  Are your criteria different when evaluating social media 

content? Why/why not?
 ●  What other factors might you consider when deciding  

if content is trustworthy?

Use the prompt questions to start a discussion with learners on how they make decisions on 
the trustworthiness or reliability of online content. They may wish to make a list of questions 
they would ask themselves about the content, or key features they would look for to help 
inform their decision.

Some points to consider include:
 ● Who is the author? How well do you know them? Can you trust them?
 ●  What’s their motive? Why are they sharing this content? What do they want you to do as a 

result of seeing the content?
 ●  Has the content been manipulated in some way? From 0:23 – 0:29, the young people 

discuss how they believe aspects of the image have been Photoshopped.
 ● Is it up to date? Can you find the same information elsewhere?
 ● Is the content presenting fact or opinion? Can you tell? Do they make it clear?
 ●  Would seeing the content change your behaviour? Could this help you or harm you? 

What about other people?
 ●  Is the website/app/social media service ‘trusted’? Does the reputation of where the 

content is hosted affect your trust in it?
 ●  Popularity – Are likes, views, comments and shares important in deciding whether to trust 

the content?
 ●  How does it make you feel? Is it designed to elicit pleasant or unpleasant emotions?

[I’d look at] the 
photo, the person 

who’s posted it, the 
comments…

Secondary learner, 
Northern Ireland
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From 0:32 – 0:38, a young person describes the challenges in confronting a best friend about 
fake or misleading content they have posted. Ask learners what they would do if a trusted 
friend was sharing content online that learners knew to be misleading or false. Encourage 
learners to share any strategies they might have to bring this issue to a positive resolution.

How can false or misleading 
content affect you or others?

Prompt questions:
 ●  What are the possible risks to you as an individual if you 

believe misleading or false online content?
 ●  What are the possible risks to social groups (e.g. people of 

the same race, religion or sexual identity) if misleading or 
false content is shared online?

 ●  What are the possible risks for larger communities  
(e.g. all users on a social media platform, countries) if false 
or misleading information is not challenged?

 ●  Use these prompt questions to discuss the possible impact 
of false or misleading content on individuals, groups and 
societies.

Some discussion points might include:
 ●  The impact of edited, curated or biased social media content on the physical and emotional 

well-being of social media users (particularly young people).
 ●  The potential for false or misleading information or advice online to negatively affect a 

young person’s beliefs or behaviour, putting them at risk of harm. (e.g. following false or 
inaccurate health advice on Covid-19 could put an individual and others around them at 
greater risk of illness).

 ●  The ways in which false or misleading information is shared and spread online (e.g. shared 
on through friends and online contacts, promoted through social media algorithms, 
automatically posted/shared by bots, etc.)

 ●  How misleading content can be used to further an individual or group’s motives, particularly 
when those motives involve attacking another individual or group online.

�Note:�Depending�on�learners’�experiences,�the�discussion�may�turn�towards�types�of�content�
that�misrepresents�people�and�groups�online,�including�examples�of�online�hate�speech.�The�
SELMA Toolkit�provides�free�resources�for�anyone�working�with�young�people�to�explore�
issues�around�online�hate�speech.

If you  
don’t know what’s 

true and what’s fake, 
then it can affect 

your mental life and 
your physical life.

Secondary learner, 
Wales

https://hackinghate.eu
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 ●  Criminal motives underpinning misleading or fake information online (e.g. from 1:09-1:21, 
the young people discuss the content as being a scam to trick people out of their money).

 ●  Commercial motives for sharing misleading content – the second example post shows a 
high-profile social media user promoting a product but without disclosing that they may 
have been paid to promote that product. This guide for influencers by the Advertising 
Standards Authority (ASA) might prove useful reading to help young people understand 
what the rules are for influencers online.

 ●  The wider impact of misinformation and disinformation on society – this BBC article on 
Barak Obama’s views about ‘truth decay’ after the conclusion of the 2020 US election 
highlights the damage that false information can have on a society’s ability to agree on what 
‘truth’ is.

What can we do to make a better internet 
where trust is less of an issue?

Discuss with learners any thoughts or ideas they have on what needs to be done to make 
the internet a more honest place where people can more easily distinguish between fact and 
opinion, and the risks of misinformation/disinformation could be minimised.

Ideas might include:
 ●  The role of legislation in changing behaviour (e.g. stronger laws governing hate speech or 

spreading conspiracy theories).
 ●  The role of the internet industry (e.g. stronger action to fact-check content shared by 

influential users, changes to how social media algorithms increase the sharing of inaccurate 
information, clearer rules or sanctions for social media users on what they can and can’t 
share through a platform).

 ●  The role of advertisers (e.g. greater transparency about when something is being advertised, 
even if the content does not resemble what most would recognise as an advert).

 ●  The role of education (e.g. opportunities to learn about false or misleading online content in 
schools/colleges).

 ● The role of adults (e.g. parents/carers, educators, online role models or influencers).
 ● The role of young people (e.g. their peers, online role models or influencers).

https://www.asa.org.uk/uploads/assets/uploaded/3af39c72-76e1-4a59-b2b47e81a034cd1d.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-us-2020-54910344
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Exploring online trust:

The following resources can be used to further explore the topics of online trust 
and reliability:

 ● SID2021 Films – Trust online: Advice from the experts
 ● Trust Me (Childnet)
 ●  ProjectEVOLVE – Managing Online Information (SWGfL/UK Safer Internet 

Centre) – free sign up required. (English only)

The following organisations provide useful information and advice in relation to 
fact-checking and scams:

 ● BBC Reality Check
 ● Full Fact
 ● Reassura
 ● National Cyber Security Centre

https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/films
https://www.childnet.com/resources/trust-me
https://projectevolve.co.uk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/reality_check
https://fullfact.org
https://reassura.com
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/report-suspicious-emails


Appendix 1

Social media post #1



Appendix 2

Social media post #2
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